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A Note from Madam Shen Xiaomei
(Overall Artistic Supervisor of this Resident Training Program and Production)
     Xiqu arises from the Chinese people—it embodies and can represent us 
more clearly and completely than any other performing art.  Yet along with 
generations of Jingju and other Xiqu artists in China, I believe that each form 
of Xiqu is also an art of international value.  To achieve the international 
recognition that has been accorded other originally-ethnic arts such as 
ballet, opera, and realistic theatre, Xiqu like those arts must be studied in 
depth—and seriously performed—by non-ethnic artists outside of China.  I 
am deeply grateful to the University of Hawai‘i for its decades of pioneering 
work in this area.  And I am confident that this year, through their intensive 
study and respectful performance of Jingju and Chuanju, these University of 
Hawai‘i students are both helping to bring Xiqu the international acceptance 
and recognition it deserves, and preparing to contribute meaningfully to the 
enrichment of multicultural world theatre and music.
         Shen Xiaomei, Shanghai, China, February 2018 
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From the Director of UHM’s Asian Theatre Program
     In an exciting and unprecedented collaboration, our department’s TYA 
(Theatre for Young Audiences) and Asian Theatre programs have joined together 
to create this production of Fights & Delights, featuring three complete, comic 
Xiqu (Chinese theatre or “opera”) plays—Xiqu for Young Audiences!  Treasure 
in the Chest and Where Three Roads Meet are Jingju (Beijing/Peking “opera”) 
plays, continuing our long tradition of presenting Jingju every 4 years. But Pi 
Jin Rolls the Lamp is a Chuanju (Sichuan “opera”) play, a brand new direction 
for us.  All three plays reached their current forms in the modern era, and 
can therefore be staged with the full range of traditional costuming, makeup, 
and performance techniques, while their sets can combine modern design 
approaches with the use of traditional furniture and the need for substantial 
open spaces.  We are following these authentic Jingju performance practices 
as closely as possible.  Our costumes and stage properties are from China, 
many made especially to fit the student performers wearing them through 
the combined efforts of guest artist LU Genzhang and costume shop manager 
Hannah SCHAUER, and Hannah has also trained our headdressing crew to 
construct the wide variety of headdresses worn by our actors.  Our evocative 
set is Michelle BISBEE’s original creation, while our stage crew is costumed and 
appears in full view, in keeping with the very traditional practice of jianchang 
stage assistants.  The stylized quality of Jingju verse spoken and sung in Chinese 
sometimes makes it difficult for Chinese audiences to understand, and we have 
worked hard to recreate that stylized quality in our English version; we are 
therefore following the Chinese practice of projecting the verse on both sides 
of the stage.  We also have some cross-gender casting, following the millenia-
old traditional aesthetic practice of assigning roles according to vocal and 
physical abilities and talents rather than gender.  Most importantly, however, 
every actor and musician in our company has received in-depth, professional 
training in preparation for these performances.
     This production is the culmination of a six-month Jingju Resident Training 
Program held at the University of Hawai‘i from mid-August 2017 through mid-
February 2018.  During this program more than 50 students have undergone 
intensive training in the techniques of Xiqu movement, vocalization, 
musicianship, makeup, costuming, and staging utilized in today’s performance. 
Their teachers have been four master artists from China:  Mr. LU Genzhang, 
an award-winning performer of male roles (sheng) in both traditional and 
modern Jingju; Mr. XU Mingchi, a renowned performer of comic male roles 
(chou) in Chuanju; Ms. ZHANG Ling, an accomplished Jingju performer of 
young female (dan) roles with a wide range of performance skills; and Mr. 
ZHANG Xigui, an accomplished Jingju musician skilled in both melodic and 
percussion instruments.  From the inception of this project three years ago 
through these culminating performances, overall artistic supervision has 
been provided by Madam Shen Xiaomei, a personal disciple of the legendary 
Master Mei Lanfang, and one of the most respected kūpuna in Jingju today. 
The experience of working closely with these master artists has been an 
exhilarating, expanding, and immensely rewarding one for all of us.  We are 
extremely grateful to them for sharing their extraordinary skills as creative 
artists and teachers with such dedication, patience, and generosity, and hope 
that our efforts to capture and convey a part of their vast and rich art meet with 
their approval.                                                                     
Elizabeth Wichmann-Walczak, February 2018
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